Res u lts Fr o m Pre v io us
P u bl ic I n p u t
A public meeting was held on February
21, 2018 for the Lady’s Island Area Plan.
The meeting took place at Beaufort
High School and included presentations,
written surveys, group discussions, and
follow up online surveys. Approximately
100 people attended and participated.

Small Group Input
Following presentations and polling activities, small groups provided detailed input and ideas on
large printed maps of Lady’s Island.

Opportunities
- Green building codes, sustainable development
- Make Lady’s Island walkable
- Alternative transportation: bikes, taxi, carts
- Protect character, Lowcountry vernacular
- Ensure quality developments, incentives
- Fund for rural and critical land investments
- Walkable centers to capture local trips
- Increase boat landing opportunities for public
- Waterfront park space near boat landings
- Increase bicycle and pedestrian connectivity
- Protect the environment and preserve trees
- Focus on mitigating environmental impacts
- Look into creative transit solutions
- Cluster parking areas
- Beautiful gateways to Lady’s Island

Action shots from the
Fe b r u a r y 2 1 , 2 0 1 8
Public Meeting

Concerns and Threats
- Don’t want to become another suburb
- What happens if PUDs change?
- Environmental impacts of development
- Filling land to accommodate growth
- New infrastructure for more traffic
- Traffic
- Sprawl undermines core principles

The maps above were used during the first public meeting for input.

Public Input on Guiding Principles
During the public meeting, attendees were asked to identify how much they agreed with
or disagreed with guiding principles for growth. The most popular guiding principles are at
the top of the below list and the level of support for each is identified to the right.

1

Natural Resource Protection

2

Public Access to Open Spaces and Water

Information about
Survey Respondents
It is important to hear from a diverse crosssection of the area. 191 people responded to
polling questions online and on paper. Below
is information about the people who provided
their input.
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